Sate-Lite is a leading brand of reflectors, lenses and warning devices for passenger cars, light trucks and heavy duty trucks. Sate-Lite products meet standards established by the Department of Transportation and the Society of Automotive Engineers.
ROUND REFLECTORS

**2-1/8” | Round with Chrome Bezel**
- 60-0012-0X self adhesive backer

**3-1/4” | Round with Two Screw Backer**
- 40-0030-2X self adhesive backer with two screw holes

**3-1/4” | Round High Intensity Delineator with Center Hole**
- 40-0035-2X 1/4” center mounting hole; sealed to backer

**2-3/16” | Round Reflector**
- 20-0020-0X reflector with self adhesive backer
- 20-0021-0X plain reflector

**2-3/16” | Round Reflector Sealed to Plastic Backer**
- 40-0025-0X with 1/4” center hole

**2-3/8” | Round Reflector Sealed to Plastic Backer**
- 40-0026-0X with 1/4” center hole

**3/4” & 1-1/4” | Round Self Adhesive Reflectors**
- 20-0002-0X 3/4” with self adhesive backer
- 20-0005-0X 1-1/4” with self adhesive backer

**3-1/4” Round Self Adhesive**
- 00-0030-0X reflector lens only
- 20-0030-0X with self adhesive backer
**LENSES**

**4-1/4” | Round Lens**
- 10-0136-0X Acrylic lens
- 10-0136-1X Lexan polycarbonate lens

**4-1/4” | Clear Lens for Back-Up Lamps**
- 10-0106-00 Acrylic lens
- 10-0106-20 Lexan polycarbonate lens

**4-1/4” | Red Lens with Reflex**
- 10-0140-01 Acrylic lens
- 10-0140-11 Lexan polycarbonate lens

**Jeep Red Pillowed Lens**
- 10-0257-20 Acrylic with clear back up lens
- 10-0257-84 Lexan PC with clear back up lens

**Beehive Lens and Base**
- 10-0157-0X Lens only
- 50-0158-08 Black base

**2-1/2” x 2-7/8 | Lens and Reflector**
- 10-0170-0X
- Reflector and lens with 3/16” diameter mounting holes

**5-3/16” | Lens with Reflex**
- 10-0169-0X Acrylic lens
- 10-0169-3X Lexan Polycarbonate

---

**LAMP HOUSINGS**

**Housing without License Window**
- 50-0200-40
- Lamp housing

**Housing with License Window**
- 50-0200-41
- Lamp housing
Early Warning Triangle Kit
• 73-0711-00
• Conforms to F.M.V.S.S. #125 requirements*

Single Warning Triangle Folded
• 71-0711-00 w/ cardboard shipper only
• 71-0711-02 w/ red box
• 71-0711-11 Bulk 10 pack | no red box
• 71-0711-12 Bulk 500 | Gaylord
• 71-0711-13 Bulk single | no red box
• Conforms to F.M.V.S.S. #125 requirements

Passenger Car Warning Triangle
• 71-1711-00
• Window mounted warning triangle

Slow Moving Vehicle Sign
• 70-0110-10 SMV with reflector
• 70-0110-50 SMV with tape
• Conforms to A.S.A.E. # S276.5**

Safety Marker (Multi Use)
• 40-0018-01 with sealed plastic backer
  Plastic safety triangle with three 3/16" mounting holes.
  Easily mounts on any surface with bolts or nails (not included)

Fleet Safety Emergency Kit
• 73-0711-92
• Kit includes:
  1 Fire extinguisher
  3 Warning triangles
  3 Safety light sticks

Rectangular Conspicuity Strips
• 60-0045-2X
• End mounting holes and self adhesive backer
• Case pack = 144
• Meets or exceeds DOT-C and SAE J594f requirements for reflectivity markings on trucks and trailers.***

---

*F.M.V.S.S. is Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
**A.S.A.E. is the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
***DOT is the Department of Transportation and SAE is the Society of Automotive Engineers
OBLONG & RECTANGULAR REFLECTORS

PART NO. CODE: \( X = \) { 0 – Clear, 1 – Red, 2 – Amber }

4-3/8” x 1-7/8” | Oblong Reflector
- 00-0024-0X Reflector lens
- 20-0024-0X Reflector with stick-on tape
- 40-0024-0X Reflector, sealed to backer
- 60-0024-0X Reflector, sealed to backer with stick-on tape

4-3/8” x 1-1/8” | Slim Line Strip
- 00-0004-0X Reflector lens
- 20-0004-0X Reflector with stick-on tape
- 40-0004-0X Reflector, sealed to backer with two 3/16” holes

3-1/4” x 1-1/2” | Rectangular Reflector
- 00-0015-0X Reflector lens
- 20-0015-0X Reflector with stick-on tape

3-1/2” x 1-3/4” | Rectangular Reflector w/ Bezel
- 60-0015-0X Reflector with stick-on tape, chrome bezel
- 60-0015-1X Reflector with stick-on tape, black bezel
SATE-LITE MANUFACTURING

Sate-Lite is a leading manufacturer of reflectors, lenses and warning devices. Sate-Lite's products meet multi-industry standards including standards established by the Department of Transportation and the Society of Automotive Engineers. Sate-Lite reflectors are used for trucking, boating, driveway markers, mailboxes, photo-electric controls and many other applications where reflected light is required for safety and function. All reflectors are available in clear, red, and amber. Other colors are available as a special order.

QUALITY AND LEADERSHIP

Today, there is an increasing emphasis on reflective safety for transportation, consumer, and commercial products. Sate-Lite is in an ideal position to provide innovative and cost-effective solutions to any market. As a wholly-owned subsidiary of US-based Deflecto, LLC, Sate-Lite manufactures optically-oriented injection molded components, electroforms, reflectors, lenses, and warning devices. It is the world’s largest producer of reflectors used in familiar applications including bicycle safety and DOT (FMVSS-125) emergency warning triangles. Sate-Lite products are marketed worldwide.